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Album Order Form Client Name:  

Below is a list of images that I always like a little help in selecting. Depending on the size of the album you ordered it may or may not be 
all the images in your album. If you feel an important image is not included in this list then by all means let me know by putting it in the 
“Other Special Images”.  This list just represents the type of images that I find people will be most particular about and/or those images 
that I am not very good at picking out. Reception images are a prime example. I have no way of knowing in many cases whether a “great 
shot” that I put in the album is even someone the bride and groom are very close to. 

VERY IMPORTANT: If you wish to complete this form using Acrobat you must have Adobe Acrobat 8 or higher installed on your computer in 
order to complete this form and have the information save. If not, the notations you make on the form will not save. If you do not wish to 
update your reader to Acrobat 8 or newer, you will need to print the form, hand-write your selections, and mail it to me.

ONLY USE THE LAST FOUR DIGITS OF YOUR IMAGE NUMBER, THAT IS ALL THAT IS NEEDED!

Details and Decor (5-10)

         

         

Reception (10-15)

         

         

         

Ceremony (3-5)

         

Other Special Images (3-5)

         

2 of her favorite getting ready photos    

2 of his favorite getting ready photos    

favorite close up portrait of her    

favorite close up portrait of him  

favorite 3/4 or full length portrait of her  

favorite 3/4 or full length portrait of him  

2-3 favorite getting ready images of the bride      

favorite groom and groomsmen shot  

favorite bride and bridesmaids shot  

favorite parent shot with bride  

favorite parent shot with groom  

2-3 favorite couple portraits       

2-3 first dance shots of couple      

favorite father daughter dance  

favorite groom and mother dance  
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Album Cover Design

Album Cover Material Choice  

Album Design Layout Square Landscape

Options:
 tooTones accent material (binding) selection  
 5”x5” Cover Opening cover image selection  
 Armour cover image selection  
 Ice cover image selection  
 Imprinting line one (limit to 30 characters incl spaces)  
  line two (limit to 30 characters incl spaces)  

Special Instructions:

When you have completed this form you may:

 save it to your computer and email a copy to me at kemper@kempermillsfant.com 

or print and mail the form to:

Kemper Mills Fant Photography
919 Winona AVE 
Suite A
Roanoke, VA 24015
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